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Abstract 
The use of request strategies under different goals and to adult and peer addressees were 
investigated in pre-school children. The participants were 3-year-old and 5-year-old native 
Cantonese speakers with normal language development. The request forms used by the 
participants were elicited during role-play, and the forms were then ranked by adult on 
politeness. The result revealed that pre-school children used more polite request forms in a) 
request for good and b) imitation of action. They also used more want statement and more 
deferential request forms to adults than to peers. Further analysis was done on the 
participants’ use of ‘want’ statements. Results showed that pre-school children used more 
‘want_s’ statement to adult addressees when request for goods. This study suggested that it 
was important to consider the factors of goals and addressees in investigating request in 
Cantonese, and to separate the use want statement into two types. 
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Introduction 
In daily communication, we always ask people to do things. We may ask a person to 
give you something, or ask the person to do some actions. These are all requests. ‘Request 
refers inclusively to an utterance that is intended to indicate the speaker’s desire to regulate 
the behavior of the listener—that is, to get the listener to do something.’ (Becker, 1982, as 
cited in Achiba, 2003) Young children usually need assistance from other people to help 
them do things because of their inability to do many things. Therefore request is an important 
skill for in children to learn. 
Basically, request strategies can be classified into direct and indirect. In direct strategy, 
the propositional content (sentence meaning) and the speaker’s intent (speaker meaning) is 
the same (Holtgraves, 1986), while in indirect strategy the propositional content (sentence 
meaning) and the speaker’s intent (speaker meaning) are different. Indirect strategies have 
more than one meaning or illocutionary force (Clark, 1979).They can be further divided into 
conventionally and nonconventionally indirect strategies. Conventionally indirect strategies 
are ‘strategies that realize the cat by reference to the contextual preconditions necessary for 
its performance, as conventionalized in a given language’ (Achiba, 2003:36). When 
compared to conventionally indirect strategies, the role of properties of the utterance is less 
important, whereas the pragmatic context is more important in nonconventionally indirect 
strategies (Blum-Kulka, 1987). 
Ervin-Tripp (1977) suggested that children as young as age 3 can use different request 
forms. Many researches (Ervin-Tripp, 1977; Garvey, 1975; Wilkinson, Calculator, & 
Dollaghan,, 1982) found that when the age of the preschool children increased, the use of 
direct requests decreased and indirect requests increased significantly, except Spekman & 
Roth (1985). At age 2, need statement and imperative are two early directive types developed 
(Owens, 2001), and only a few indirect forms can be found. At age 3, children start to use 
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indirect requests with some modal auxiliary, permissive directives, and question directives. 
(Owens, 2001) At age 4;06, children increase the use indirect forms of requests. (Wilkinson 
et al, 1982) They will be more aware of the addressee’s point of view and role, the 
appropriateness of the form of request and politeness required (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984). 
At age 5, children begin to use requests that are very different from the actual intention 
(Owens, 2001). They use conventional, ritualized forms and markers, like ‘please’ 
(Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986). 
Concerning politeness, children as young as two- to three-year-old can make this kind of 
distinctions. They use different forms depending on age or size, familiarity, role, territory, 
and rights of the listener (Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986). Blum-Kulka, Danet, & Gherson 
(1985) found that the three most important factors that affected the choice of request forms 
were goal, age of addressee, and power relationship in Israeli society. They found that more 
indirect requests were used for request for permission, to older addressees, and to people with 
higher power. However, some studies, like James (1978), found that the request forms used to 
peers during request is not significantly different from that to adults and younger children, 
and children use more polite forms when making request than making commands. Children 
make more polite request to adult addressee than to younger peer only during making 
commands. The study of Ervin-Tripp (1977) found that the task also affects the children’s use 
of request forms. It was because the kind of task varied with addressee. Achiba (2003) 
classified the request goals into request for good, initiation of action, cessation of action and 
joint activity as shown in Table 1. She found that request goals would affect the use of 
request strategies. In summary, previous researchers suggests that tasks, goals of request, and 
addressees will affect the choice of the request forms. 
Many authors (Brown & Levinson, 1978; 1987; Clark, 1979; Clark & Schunk, 1980; 
Lokoff, 1973; Searle, 1975) agree that the use of indirect strategies can be used to show  
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Table 1. The classification of request goals with examples in Cantonese 
Goal Definition Example  
Requests for goods They are used to ask for 
objects 
俾水我 
Give water me 
‘give me water’ 
Requests for the 
initiation of action  
They are used to ask for 
non-verbal and verbal 
action 
你入 VCD 
You insert VCD 
‘you insert VCD’ 
Requests for the 
cessation of action 
They are used to stop an 
action to continue, 
prevent an action happens 
again, and stop an action 
happens  
你唔好遮住 
You not good 
block 
‘you do not block’ 
Requests for joint 
activity (or 
invitation to joint in 
an action) 
They are used to invite 
the hearer to join in the 
action 
去生日會 
Go birthday  
Party 
‘go to birthday 
party’ 
 
politeness in Western countries, although some authors (Blum-Kulka, 1987; Gibbs, 1983) 
claimed that not all indirect strategies would be perceived as polite. In research on Chinese 
(Cantonese and Mandarin), some authors (Yeung, 2000; Lee-Wong, 1994) showed that 
indirect strategies are not commonly used by adults as a way to show politeness. Direct 
request plus polite markers are more often used by adults to express politeness. For 
Cantonese speaking children, Lee (1995) had investigated the use of request forms in  
pre-school children. Her findings were consistent with the findings of Western countries. She 
found that there is an increase of use of indirect strategies and polite markers as the age of the 
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children increases in the request of objects. She also found that adults perceive indirect 
requests as more polite. There seems to be differences in the form of polite requests used by 
Cantonese speaking adults and children in expressing politeness. 
There are many researches about requests of children in Western countries. The use of 
request forms related to different factors like age of speakers and characteristics of the 
addressees and under different goals is known. However for Chinese, especially Cantonese, 
there are not much researches done that are related to requests. Lee (1995) had done a project 
on the request forms used in preschool children. However, she only investigated the forms 
used in request for objects. Many researchers (Ervin-Tripp & Gordon, 1986; Blum-Kulka, 
Danet, & Gherson, 1985, Ervin-Tripp, 1977) found that goal of requests and the addressees 
are important factors that will affect the choice of request forms. In the present study, besides 
investigating the forms of request used by preschool children, we also study the factors of 
goals of request and addressees in affecting the production of request forms. 
Purpose of the current study 
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the request skills used in preschool children.  
1. Most of the foreign and Cantonese studies on request found that as the children’s age 
increased, the children used significantly more indirect strategies. The present study will 
evaluate this issue in pre-school children.  
2. Many researchers found that goal of request was an important factor in affecting the use 
of request forms. The present study will investigate the effect of goal of request on the 
goal of request in Cantonese pre-school children.  
3. Many researchers found that the addressee of the request was another important factor 
affecting the use of request forms. The present study will investigate the effect of 
addressee on the use of request strategies in Cantonese pre-school children. It is expected 
that more politeness forms of request will be used to adult addressees than to peer 
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addressees. 
Methods 
Participants  
A total of twenty four preschool children participated in this research. They were 
divided into two different age groups of 3;00 and 5;00. The age range, mean chronological 
age, and sex distribution of the preschool children in each group are presented in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Age range, mean chronological age, and sex distribution of preschool children in 
each age group 
Age Group Chronological Age Sex 
 Age range Mean CA SD Male Female 
3;00 35-39 months 38.5 months 1.27 6 6 
5;00 60-65 months 62.7 months 1.61 6 6 
  
All of the participants were attending kindergarten and all of them considered to be 
normal developing, without known or suspected physical, sensory, cognitive or emotional 
impairments. All participants were native Cantonese speakers. 
Materials  
Reynell Developmental Language Scale was used to assess the language ability of the 
participants. Three puppets represented teacher, female peer and male peer were manipulated 
by the experimenter. Different pictures and photos were used to show different situations and 
objects available in the birthday party. Chess was given as the toy played in the party. This 
study was conducted and audio-taped in the participants’ kindergartens. The participant and 
the experimenter sat at a table using the above set of materials. 
Procedures 
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First, a formal assessment Reynell Developmental Language Scale was done to ensure 
that the participants had normal language development.  
Role play was used to elicit requests from the participant. The participant was told that 
he/she was holding a birthday party. The guesses in the birthday party were teacher, Siu Ming 
(male peer) and Siu Fan (female peer). Different situations were given and the child was 
required to make requests for different goals. The classification of goals was adopted from 
Achiba (2003), as summarized in Table 1. 
The situations were first introduced to the participant. The experimenter told the 
participant, ‘Today is your birthday. You are having a birthday party. Before starting the 
birthday party, we need to invite some people’. The puppets of teacher and peers were shown 
and introduced. Then the participant was told that he/she now needed to invite the peers and 
teacher to his/her birthday party. Request for invitation to join in an action was elicited. After 
inviting the guests, the participant was told that he/she was home now. They played toys 
together and eat food. Different situations were presented and the participants made requests 
for different goals. There were minimum 5 chances for the participant to make request under 
different goals to different addressees. Totally a participant had 40 chances to make request. 
There were some participants had no response in the elicitation of the request. Not all the 
participants had 40 requests. Some participants request the puppets or the experimenter to do 
something beside the targets. These requests were also counted. The number of requests from 
different children was different. The total number of requests made by the participants of 
different ages under different goals was shown in Table 3. 
Data Analysis 
 The audio tapes of all participants were transcribed by the experimenter.  
 The experimenter then classified the requests under different goals according to different 
strategies mentioned in Achiba (2003). The classification of request strategy was summarized 
in Table 4. 
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Table 3. The total number of requests made by the participants of different age under 
different goals 
 Age 3 Age 5 
Goals  Adult Peer Adult Peer 
Request for goods 82 56 77 59 
Request for action 96 71 96 90 
Request for cessation action 52 47 46 67 
Request for joint activity 46 62 43 59 
 
In order to estimate the inter-rater reliability, an undergraduate student of the 
Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences was invited to classify one child’s responses 
from each age group. The inter-rater reliability on the request strategies was 81.5%. 
The relationship between politeness and the different request forms used by the 
pre-school children under different goals was evaluated. A total of 22 adults, who were 
university students or university graduated students, were invited to complete a questionnaire 
on politeness. All the participants were native Cantonese speakers. They were asked to rank 
the politeness of the request forms used by the children in the previous experiment. The 
participants completed the questionnaire either by soft copy or hard copy. They were told that 
the request forms were used by kindergarten children for different purpose, that were request 
for good, request for initiation of action, request for cessation of action and request for joint 
activity. They could give the same ranking if they thought that the request forms had the same 
politesses level. The request forms ranked was different in terms of request strategies types, 
and were randomly ordered in the questionnaire. The numbers of request forms under 
different goals were different because some request forms were not found in certain goals. 
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Table 4. Classification of request under strategy types 
Request forms: Examples: 
A. Direct strategies 
1. Mood derivable  俾水我 
Give water me 
水，唔該 
Water, thanks 
‘Give me water’ 
 
‘Water, please’ 
2. Obligation statements 你一定要幫我 
You have need help me 
你要幫我 
You need help me 
你最好俾水我 
You better give water me 
你應該俾水我 
You should give water me 
‘You have to help me’ 
 
 
 
‘You better give me 
water’ 
3. Want statements 我要水 
I need water 
我想要水 
I want need water 
我需要水 
I need water 
‘I need water’ 
 
‘I want water’ 
 
‘I need water’ 
B. Conventionally indirect strategies 
1. Suggestory formulae 不如你俾水我 ‘Let’s give me water’ 
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It would be better to you give 
water me 
點解你唔俾水我 
Why you not give water me 
 
 
‘Why don’t you give 
me water’ 
2. Stating preparatory 你可以俾水我 
You can give water me 
如果你唔俾果汁我，你可以
俾水我 
If you not give juice me, you 
can give water me 
‘You can give me 
water’ 
‘If you don’t give 
juice, you can give me 
water’ 
3. Query preparatory 你可唔可以俾水我? 
You can-not-can give water 
me? 
你能唔能夠俾水我? 
You could-not-could give 
water me 
‘Can you give me 
water’ 
C. Nonconventionally indirect strategy 
1. Hints 我好口渴 
I am thirsty 
‘I am thirsty’ 
 
Results 
 All the participants were found to have normal language development. The receptive 
language ability’s scores of the participants lied between -0.3 to 1.7 SD. The expressive 
language ability’s scores of the participants lied between 0.1 to 1.7 SD. The score and S.D. of 
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and addressees were calculated. The percentages were analyzed by 4-way MANOVA (with 
variables age, goals, request strategies, and addressees). The main effects of each variable and 
interaction effect were analyzed by Tukey’s HSD test. 
 A significant main effects was found in goal (F=6.60, p< 0.001), and it suggested 
that the distribution of the request strategies were significant differences between the goal 
request for initiation of action and request for cessation of action, and between the goal 
request for initiation of action and request for joint activity. 
A main effects due to request strategy was obtained (F=113.59, p< 0.001). Mood 
derivable was used significantly more than all the others request strategies in the participants. 
Obligation statement was used significant more than stating preparatory and hint. Want 
statement was used significantly more than suggestory preparatory, stating preparatory and 
hint. The request forms query preparatory were used significantly more than stating 
preparatory. 
 A main effects due to addressee was obtained (F=5.25, p< 0.05). It suggested that the 
distributions of the request strategies used to the adult addressee and peer addressee were 
significantly different. 
 A significant interaction effect of age of participants and request strategies was 
obtained (F=3.53, p< 0.05). Figure 1 revealed the use of request strategy by participants 
under different age. The participants of both age 3 and age 5 used significantly more mood 
derivable than all the other types of request strategies. Although not significant, participants 
of age 5 used more indirect strategies than participants of age 3. 
 A significant interaction of request goals and request strategies was obtained (F=10.78, 
p< 0.005). It was found that mood derivable was used significant more than all other request 
strategies, except under the goal request for good and cessation of action. The use of mood 
derivable was significantly more than the use of want statements. Mood derivable was not  
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Figure 1. The use of request strategies by participants under different age 
 
used significantly more than obligation statement during the initiation of action. Want 
statement was used significantly more than other strategies except it was used less than mood 
derivable during the request of cessation of action. Want statement was used significantly 
more than other strategies except query preparatory and mood derivable when request for 
good. Obligation statement was used significantly more than other strategies except mood 
derivable and query preparatory in the request of initiation of action. 
 A significant interaction effect of request strategy and addressee was obtained (F=9.48, 
p< 0.001). It was found that the participants used significantly more want statement to the 
addressee adult than to the addressee peer. 
 A significant interaction effect of request goal, request strategy and addressee was 
obtained (F=6.52, p< 0.001). The participants used significant more want statements to adult 
than to peer during request for cessation of action. Another finding was the participants used 
more similar request strategies to peer addressee under all the goals than to the adult 
addressee. There were no significant differences found in the request strategy to peer 
addressee in terms of different request goals. Significant differences were found in the 
request strategy to adult addressee in terms of different request goals. The participants used 
significantly more mood derivable during the request for joint activity than request for 
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cessation of action. They used significantly more obligation statement during request for 
initiation of action than for request for cessation of action. They used significantly more want 
statement during the request for cessation of action than request for initiation of action and 
joint activity, and also more want statement during the request for good than in request for 
joint activity. 
 One way ANOVA analysis with within group measures on the dependent variable 
(ranking of politeness) under different goals. There was a main effect for ranking of the 
politeness of different request forms under the goals request for good (F=63.29, p<0.001), 
request for initiation of action (F=25.44, p< 0.001), request for cessation of action (F=20.25, 
p<0.001), and request for joint activity (F=84.42, p< 0.001). 
 The differences in the ranking of different request forms were determined by the Tukey’s 
HSD Test. The rankings under the four request goals were similar. The ranking of the 
politeness of request strategies was showed in Table 6. Adults ranked indirect request 
strategies to be more polite (i.e. query preparatory, suggestory preparatory and stating 
preparatory), while direct request strategies were ranked to be less polite, and want statement 
with the use of /jiu3/ ‘要’ was ranked to be the least polite. 
Discussion 
 The present study revealed that Cantonese-speaking preschool children predominantly 
used direct request strategies to request to both adult addressee and peer addressee. The 
request strategies used were different under different goals and to different addressees. The 
ranking of politeness of request strategy under different goals were similar. Query 
preparatory and suggestory preparatory were perceived by adults to be the most polite. 
Effect of age on request strategies 
 The present study found that stating preparatory was only found in age 5 participants 
but not in age 3 participants, and it was rarely used in age 5 participants when compared to  
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Table 6. The ranking of politeness of request strategies by adult 
Politeness Request strategies 
Most polite Query preparatory 
Suggestory preparatory  
Stating preparatory (under the goal initiation of action) 
 Want statement with the use of /sɶ ŋ2/ ‘想’ (under the goals request for 
good and initiation of action) 
 Want statement with the use of /sɶ ŋ2/ ‘想’ (under the goal request for 
cessation of action) 
Stating preparatory (under the goal cessation of action) 
Mood derivable 
Obligation statement 
Least polite Want statement with the use of /jiu3/ ‘要＇ 
 
other strategies. It suggested that stating preparatory might be acquired latest in children. 
According to Ervin-Tripp (1977), the production of indirect strategies required more 
cognitive and linguistic knowledge. Stating preparatory was an indirect strategy. The children 
might have limited cognition to use this form. Pre-school children had difficulty to know 
what the listener could or could not do. Therefore they would not use this form to state what 
the listener could do. It also might be because it was not a common request strategy used in 
Cantonese. Chinese adults usually used direct request plus polite markers to make a polite 
request (Yeung, 2000; Lee-Wong, 1994). As a result, children might not have much exposure 
to this type of strategy, and have not acquired this strategy for request in preschool. 
 The present study revealed that pre-school children mainly used direct request strategies, 
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and there was no significant increased of indirect strategies used from age 3 to age 5. This 
finding was similar to the finding of Spekman & Roth (1985), but contradicted with many 
Cantonese and non-Cantonese researches. When the age of the preschool children increased, 
the use of direct requests decreased and indirect requests increased significantly (Ervin-Tripp, 
1977; Garvey, 1975; Lee, 1995; Wilkinson et al, 1982). Spekman & Roth (1985) suggested 
that the method in analyzing the request forms (continuum of explicitness vs. dichotomizing) 
could be one reason for such discrepancy. The request classification in this study was also 
different from the above researches. The classification of the present study was adopted from 
Achiba (2003) of the Cross Cultural Speech Act Realisation Project (CCSARP), which was 
classified by directness. Other researches were classified according to illocutionary act of 
requests (Ervin-Tripp, 1977; Garvey, 1975; Lee, 1995; Wilkinson et al, 1982). 
 In the present study, one of the explanations was the great individual differences found 
among the participants. Table 7 showed the S.D. of the request strategies used by the 
participants of different ages. According to the S.D. found, the S.D. of all indirect strategies 
used by age 5 participants were greater than those of the age 3 participants. It suggested that 
the variations in the use of indirect strategy were greater in the age 5 participants than in the 
age 3 participants. Appendix 2 showed the request strategies used by each participant under 
different goals and to different addressees. It was found that some age 5 participants (e.g. 
participant Q and V) mostly used direct strategies to request, while some (e.g. participant M 
and T) used more indirect strategies than direct strategies to request. This observation 
suggested that not all age 5 children had linguistic knowledge development and cognitive 
development (Ervin-Tripp, 1977) mature enough to use the indirect strategies, as indirect 
strategies required more linguistic knowledge and cognition. The other explanation for the 
finding could be found in cultural difference between Chinese and English. Researchers in 
Chinese (Yeung, 2000; Lee-Wong, 1994) found that indirect strategies were not commonly 
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each participant were shown in Appendix 1. 
Seven different types of requests forms were identified. Table 5 revealed the request 
strategy used by the participants of different ages under different goals. 
 
Table 5. The request strategies used by the participants of different ages under different goals 
 Request strategies  
 Mo Ob Wa Su St Qu Hi 
Age 3        
Good * * * - - * - 
IA * * * * - * - 
CA * - * - - - * 
JA * * * - - * - 
Age 5        
Good * * * * - * - 
IA * * * * * * * 
CA * * * * * * * 
JA * * - * - * - 
Note. Good—request for good, IA—request for initiation of action, CA—request for 
cessation of action, JA—request for joint activity 
Mo—mood derivable, Ob—obligation statement, Wa—want statement, Su—suggestory 
preparatory, St—stating preparatory, Qu—query preparatory, Hi—hint 
* — the form was found, - —the form was not found) 
 
To determine if there were any differences among and within the age groups in terms of 
goals, request strategies and addresses, the percentages of request forms under different goals 
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used by adults show politeness. Instead, direct request plus polite markers were more often 
used by adults to make a polite request. In English, when making request to unfamiliar people 
or people with difference in rank, adults more likely used imbedded imperatives, which was 
an indirect strategy (Ervin-Trip, 1977). They used it because they made a more polite request 
to unfamiliar people or people with higher rank. There were cultural differences between 
English and Cantonese in expressing politeness. Cantonese children might expose to direct 
request strategies more often than the indirect ones from adults, and this might lead to their 
use of more direct strategies during request. 
 
Table 7. The S.D. of the request strategy used by participants of different age 
 S.D. of Request Strategy 
 Mood 
derivable 
Obligation 
statement 
Want 
statement 
Suggestory 
preparatory 
Stating 
preparatory 
Query 
preparatory 
Hint  
Age 3 0.76 0.63 0.76 0.14 0 0.44 0.19 
Age 5 0.83 0.58 0.72 0.59 0.16 0.79 0.31 
 
Effect of request goals on request strategies 
 Consistent with the findings of many researches (Achiba, 2003; Blum-Kulka et al., 1985; 
Ervin-Tripp, 1977; James, 1987), the present study found that under different goals, the 
request strategies used were different. However, the finding in the present study was different 
from the above studies. The differences between the present study and the studies of 
Blum-Kulka et al. (1985), Ervin-Tripp (1977), and James (1987) might be due to the 
differences in the classification of the request forms and goals. The study of Achiba (2003) 
and the present study used the same classification of request forms and goals. The differences 
in the distributions might be because of the cultural differences in Cantonese and English. As 
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mentioned before, Chinese and English adults used different ways to make polite request. 
Chinese adults used direct strategies with the use of polite marker, while English adults used 
indirect strategies. When children wanted to make polite requests, children in Chinese and 
English might also use different ways. Another reason might be related to the design of the 
study; Achiba (2003) was a longitudinal research of a Japanese child learning English as a 
second language, while in the present study, it was a cross-sectional research and the 
participants were native Cantonese pre-school children. 
 The different request strategies used under different goals suggested that during the 
analysis of request, it was also important to consider the goals of the requests. The pre-school 
children used more indirect strategies under the goals request for good and request for 
initiation of action, than under the goal request for joint activity, and used the least indirect 
strategies under the goal request for cessation of action. According to the results of the 
politeness ranking in the present study, indirect strategies were perceived to be more polite 
than the direct strategies by adults. The results were similar to the politeness scales found in 
Hebrew and English (Blum-Kulka, 1987). The strategies mood derivable, obligation 
statement and want statement were the least polite form, where query preparatory and 
suggestory preparatory were more polite strategies. According to Lakoff (1973), the rules that 
could increase the politeness was to give options to the listeners, ask for permission from the 
listeners and make the listener feel good. In query preparatory, it gave options to the listeners. 
In suggestory preparatory, it asked for the permission of the listeners. Therefore these two 
strategies were perceived to be more polite. The result of present study also suggested that 
under different goals, the same request strategy was perceived to have similar ranking in 
politeness. This finding confirmed with previous researches (Brown & Levinson, 1978; 1987; 
Clark, 1979; Clark & Schunk, 1980; Lokoff, 1973; Searle, 1975) that indirect strategies were 
perceived as more polite than the direct strategies. 
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 In requesting for good and initiation of action, the children were asking the person to 
give them or help them to do something. They were asking for a favor. According to the 
study by James (1987), the children used more polite forms in making such requests. The 
present study found that children used more indirect strategies under the goals request for 
good and initiation of action, and these strategies were considered to be more polite. The 
present study confirmed the finding of James (1987). During the cessation of action, the 
children were making commands. As suggested by James (1987), children would make 
commands with less polite strategies, which were more direct strategies. Similar finding was 
found in the present study. Children used more direct request strategies, which were 
considered to be less polite, under the goal request for cessation of action. The present study 
revealed that under different goals, different request forms might be more commonly used 
and some might be rarely used. 
 The second explanation was pre-school children might acquire request strategies 
differently under different goals. According to Lee (1995), Cantonese pre-school children 
acquired direct requests before indirect requests. In her study, the order of acquisition was 
declaratives, imperatives, expression of want/need, yes/no question, A-not-A questions and 
tag questions. Children might acquire the use of request forms faster under the goal request 
for goods and initiation of action. Although not significant, the children in this study used 
more query preparatory, which was similar to different question forms in the study of Lee 
(1995). Under the request goal cessation of action, the children used significantly more want 
statements than under the goal request for joint activity. Under the goal request for joint 
activity, the children mainly used mood derivable and obligation statement. The children 
might acquire the request strategies slower under the goal request for joint activity. The order 
of acquiring request strategies might be as follow: first request for good and initiation of 
action, second request for cessation of action, and the last request for joint activity. 
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Effect of addressees on request strategies 
 In the present study, it was found that addressees had a significant effect on the use of 
request strategies, which was consistent with the studies of Blum-Kulka et al (1985), 
Ervin-Tripp (1977) and Ervin-Tripp & Gordon (1986). Pre-school children used significantly 
more want statements in request for cessation of action to adult than to peer. Ervin-Tripp 
(1977) found that need/want statement directives were used more often to adults than to peers. 
She explained that peers usually could not fulfill the needs. She also suggested that the 
children found that using want/need statement directives was an effective way to request 
from parents and adults, and so they adjusted their forms when they requested from adult. In 
the present study, the pre-school children used significantly more want statements only in 
request for cessation of action but not under other goals. The first explanation from 
Ervin-Tripp (1977) could not explain the present observation because under the goals that 
asked for compliance like request for good and initiation of action, such difference was not 
found. If the children used more want statement to adult because they found that peers 
usually could not fulfill their needs, there should be more want statements used under the 
goals request for goods and initiation of action. The second explanation might explain the 
results of present study. The children might find that using want statement were a more 
effective way to obtain cooperation from parents and adults, especially when they refused or 
stopped the adults from doing something. Adults might require children to say ‘I need/want 
(something)’ to do what the children wanted to. From daily experiences, children might use 
more want statement to request for cessation of action. 
 It was also found that participants had greater variations in the use of request strategy 
under different goals to adults than to peers. One possible explanation was children might 
find that to request from adults under different goals, some strategies might be more effective 
than the other strategies. For example, they might use more polite strategies to make requests 
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and use less polite strategies to make commands to adults. They might find that the most 
effective strategy to request for joint activity was using mood derivable because it could 
clearly show the intention. During the request of cessation of action and goods, more want 
statements were used. It might be because children find that the use of want statements could 
effectively obtain compliance from adults. However, to request from peers under different 
goals, the strategies used would not affect the request effectiveness. They might found that to 
peer, they did not need to adjust the politeness of request under different goals.  
In the ranking of request strategies on politeness, it was found that within the want 
statement, the use of /sɶ ŋ2/ ‘想’ (want_s) was perceived to be more polite than the use of 
/jiu3/ ‘要’ (want_j). It might be because the use of ‘want_s’ could make the listener feel better 
and perceived to be softer than ‘want_j’. The word /jiu3/ mean of need, which had a meaning 
of must have, while /sɶ ŋ2/ mean want, which had a meaning of hope to have. The analysis 
of request combined the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want’ under want statement in all the Cantonese 
and non-Cantonese researches found. The finding in this study suggested that in the analysis 
of request, especially in Cantonese and in the analysis of politeness, the form ‘want_j’ and 
‘want_s’ should be separated because they were perceived to have differently politeness. For 
the sake of politeness, the percentage of use of ‘want_s’ and ‘want_j’ might be different in 
age 3 and age 5 participants. They also might use ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ differently under 
different goals and to different addressees. In order to investigate will participants’ use of 
‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under want statement, further analysis was carried out on the want 
statement. 
Further Analysis 
Method 
 All the requests made by the participants under want statement was classified into the 
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use of ‘want_j’and ‘want_s’ The percentage of the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under 
different goals and to different addressees was calculated and analyzed by MANOVA. 
Results 
 A main effect due to the request goals was obtained (F=27.14, p<0.001). The Tukey 
HSD test found that all the goals (request for goods, request for initiation of action, request 
for cessation of action and request for joint activity) were significantly different from other 
goals except under the goals request for cessation of action and request for joint activity. 
 Another main effect due to the age of the addressee was obtained (F=18, p<0.001). 
Children were more deferential request strategies in addressing adults than in peers.  
 A significant interaction of age of participants with the goals was obtained (F=14.06, p< 
0.001). Age 3 children made significantly more deferential want statement under the goal 
request for good than age 5 children. With a reverse pattern, age 5 children made significantly 
more deferential want statement under the goal request for initiation of action than age 3 
children. Age 5 children made significantly less deferential want statement under the goal 
request for cessation of action and request for joint activity, while age 3 children made 
significantly more deferential want statement only under the goal request for request for 
good. 
 A significant interaction of age or participants, use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ and request 
goals was obtained (F=6.83, p< 0.001). It was found that age 3 children used more ‘want_j’ in 
the request for good while age 5 children used more ‘want_j’ in the request for initiation of 
action. Age 3 children used significantly more ‘want_j’ in the request for good than all other 
goals with the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ at age 3, but not used significantly more than the 
use of ‘want_j’ of age 5 children in the request for good. Age 5 children used significantly 
more ‘want_j’ in the request of initiation of action than the use of ‘want_j’ in the request for 
cessation of action, and the use of ‘want_s’ in the request for cessation of action and joint 
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activity of age 5 children, and also significantly more than the use of ‘want_j’ by age 3 
children under the same goal. Age 3 children used significantly more ‘want_s’ under the goal 
request for good than under request for cessation of action. 
 A significant interaction of the use ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’, request goals and age of the 
addressees was obtained (F=7.32, p<0.001). It was found that the use of ‘want’ was more in 
the request for good to adult addressee, and was significantly more than the use of ‘need’ in 
the request for cessation of action and joint activity to both addressees, and the use of ‘want’ 
in the request for cessation of action and joint activity to both addressees and in the request 
for initiation of action to peer. 
Discussion 
 The further analysis found that the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ was affected by the age 
of the children and the request goals. It was also found that both age 3 and age 5 children 
mainly used ‘want_j’, except they used more ‘want_s’ during the request of good to adult 
addressee. 
 It was found that age 5 children made significantly more deferential want statement 
under the goal request for good and request for initiation of action, while age 3 children made 
significantly more deferential want statement only under the goal request for request for good. 
In both age group, the use of want statement was significantly less deferential under the goals 
request for cessation of action and joint activity because the percentage of use of ‘want_j’ and 
‘want_s’ was similar in both groups to both addressees during request for cessation, and the 
use of ‘want_j’and ‘want’ was rare during the request for joint activity. The similar use of 
‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under the goal request for cessation suggested that children could use 
‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under this goal. Both age groups used it similarly. They did not adjust 
the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ to different addressees. Besides, the intention of the request 
might affect the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’. During cessation of action, the children might 
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stop the listener doing something what was wrong, or stop the listener doing something 
because they did not want to do. When stopping the listener from doing something wrong, the 
children might use less polite request to order the listener. They might use less polite form 
because they stand on the correct side, and so they thought they have the authority to order 
the listener to stop doing incorrect thing. They might use more polite form to stop listener 
doing something they did not want to do because they are asking for compliance and hope the 
listener to stop. 
 Age 3 children used more deferential want statement under the goal request for good. 
They used more ‘want_j’ during request for good than under other goals. It might because 
they find that to request for good, the use of ‘want_j’ was the most effective way when 
compared with other goals. The use of ‘want_j’ was not significantly more than the use of 
‘want_s’. It suggested that the children might found that the use of ‘want_s’ could also 
request for goods effectively. 
 Age 5 children used more deferential want statement under the goal request for good and 
request for initiation of action. Age 5 children more deferential want statement under the goal 
request for good, but less deferential than age 3 children. Age 5 children used more ‘want_s’ 
than age 3 children. Although the percentage of the use of ‘want_j’ in age 5 children was 
more than the use of ‘want_s’, the percentage was closer between the two. It suggested that 
age 5 children increased the use of more polite form to request under the goal request for 
good. Age 5 children might aware that the use of ‘want_s’ was more polite than the use of 
‘want_j’. Therefore they increased the use of ‘want_s’. 
 Age 5 children used more deferential want statement under the goal request for initiation 
of action, and this was not found in age 3 children. It suggested that children at age 5 adjusted 
the request forms during the request of initiation of action, but age 3 children did not. It was 
found that age 3 children only used ‘want_j’ to request, while in age 5 children, they only 
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used ‘want_j’ to peer addressee, and they used ‘want_s’ to adult addressee. The finding 
showed that age 5 children used more polite form to request to adult addressee than to peer 
addressee. Age 5 children could aware that the use of ‘want_s’ was more polite than the use 
of ‘want_j’. 
 Children used more ‘want_s’ during request for good to adult addressee. It suggested 
that during the request of good, children used more polite form ‘want_s’ to request rather than 
using the less polite form ‘want_j’ to request. Children used more polite form to request for 
good because they asked the listener to give them something, which was asking for flavor. 
The use of ‘want_s’ during request for good to adult addressee was significantly more then 
the use of both ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under the goals request for cessation of action and joint 
activity. As mentioned above, the percentage of use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’was similar 
under the goal request for cessation of action. Besides, refer to Appendix 4, it showed that not 
all children used want statement to request for cessation of action, but most of the children 
used want statement to request for good. The mean of want statement used was small in both 
the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’. Similarly, the use of want statement was rare under the goal 
request of joint activity as showed in Appendix 4. Therefore the use of ‘want_s’ under the 
good request for good was significantly than the use of both ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ under the 
goals request for cessation of action and joint activity. Although not significant, the children 
used more ‘want_s’ to adult addressee than to peer addressee. It suggested that the children 
adjusted their form when requesting to adult addressee. 
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Conclusion 
The present study found that pre-school children mainly used direct request strategies to 
request. No age effect was found in related to the use of request strategies. It might be 
because of the classification of the request strategies, and the individual differences of the 
participants. 
The factors of goals and addressees affected the use of the request strategies. More 
indirect strategies were used in the goal request for good and initiation of action. Children 
would adjust their use of request strategies to adult addressees, and used more polite request 
strategies to adult addressees than to peer addressees. It suggested that it is important to 
consider request goals and addresses in the analysis of request forms. 
In making request, the use of ‘want_s’ was ranked to be more polite than the use of 
‘want_j’. Further analysis found that pre-school children used more ‘want_s’ than ‘want_j’ to 
adult addresses under the goal request for good, and was considered to be more polite. It 
suggested that pre-school children adjusted their production according to the goals of request 
and the addressees. 
Implication for further research 
The present study mainly focused on the strategy used in request and ignored 
suprasegmental factors, such as the intonation and rhythmic patterns. Searle (1975) 
mentioned that the intonation of indirect request strategies was different from the same 
utterance that was not used for request. It suggested that these factors may play an important 
role in the perception of politeness. 
This study provides data to support the notion that the use of request forms was affected 
by the addressees. According to the studies on English (Blum-Kulka et al, 1985; Ervin-Tripp 
& Gordon, 1986), the familiarity, role, territory, power relationship and rights of the listener, 
and communication medium on the choice of the request form affect the request forms 
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produced. The effects of these factors on Cantonese have not been investigated in this study. 
Further research can analyze the effect of these factors on the request forms produced. 
In previous studies on request (Achiba, 2003; Blum-Kulka, 1987; Lee, 1995; Read & 
Cherry, 1978; Spekman & Roth, 1985), the uses of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ were under the 
same category of request strategies. This study revealed that the uses of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ 
were perceived to have different ranking in politeness and so children might use the two 
differently. Further research should separate the use of ‘want_j’ and ‘want_s’ so that the effect 
of these two on the acquisition of request strategies and politeness can be investigated. 
Clinical implication 
 Request is one of the most important functions of speech. Started from birth, we 
learn to make request in different ways. The present study acts as a preliminary study of 
request patterns used by normal Cantonese-speaking preschool children under different 
request goals and to different addressees. During the assessment and treatment, the goals and 
the addressees should be considered in clinical contexts when requests are elicited form 
children. 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix 1. The score and S.D. of Reynell Developmental Language Score 
 
Participant Gender Age 
Score of 
Receptive 
Language 
S.D. of 
Receptive 
Language 
Score of 
Expressive 
Language 
S.D. of 
Expressive 
Language 
A F 39 45 0.8 47 0.5 
B F 38 43 0.6 48 0.7 
C F 39 50 1.7 50 1.3 
D F 39 42 0.3 48 0.6 
E F 38 41 0.2 48 0.6 
F F 38 40 0.1 47 0.5 
G M 36 41 0.7 53 1.7 
H M 35 41 1 52 1.8 
I M 37 36 -0.2 43 0.1 
J M 38 48 1.5 51 1.2 
K M 38 41 0.2 47 0.5 
L M 39 53 2.2 49 0.7 
M F 63 53 -0.3 67 1.3 
N F 61 59 0.8 64 0.8 
O F 61 57 0.4 69 1.6 
P F 61 54 -0.2 65 1 
Q F 65 63 1.3 63 0.6 
R F 65 56 -0.2 62 0.4 
S M 63 59 0.6 61 0.3 
T M 61 56 0.1 63 0.7 
U M 60 59 0.8 65 1.1 
V M 63 55 -0.3 67 1.3 
W M 63 55 -0.3 60 0.2 
X M 62 56 0.1 61 0.3 
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Appendix 2. The use of request strategies of the participants 
Note. GO—request for good, IA—request for initiation of action, CA—request for cessation of action, JA—request for joint activity, DI—direct 
request strategy, ID—indirect request strategy, Ad—adult, Pe—peer 
 
 
Parti
cipan
t 
Ag
e 
Gend
er  
GO_DI
_AD 
GO_DI
_PE 
GO_ID
_AD 
GO_ID
_PE 
IA_DI_
AD 
IA_DI_
PE 
IA_ID_
AD 
IA_ID_
PE 
CA_DI
_AD 
CA_DI
_PE 
CA_ID
_AD 
CA_ID
_PE 
JA_DI
_AD 
JA_DI
_PE 
JA_ID
_AD 
JA_ID
_PE 
A 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 88% 100% 13% 0% 100% 67% 0% 33% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
B 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 82% 88% 18% 13% 86% 100% 14% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
C 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 77% 80% 23% 20% 100% 80% 0% 20% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
D 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 90% 100% 10% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
E 3 F 83% 100% 17% 0% 100% 80% 0% 20% 100% 83% 0% 17% 80% 75% 20% 25% 
F 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 67% 100% 33% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
G 3 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
H 3 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 83% 0% 17% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
I 3 M 67% 29% 33% 71% 75% 71% 25% 29% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
J 3 M 67% 100% 33% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 67% 60% 33% 40% 
K 3 M 83% 100% 17% 0% 80% 80% 20% 20% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
L 3 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 89% 0% 11% 
M 5 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 80% 89% 20% 11% 80% 40% 20% 60% 60% 38% 40% 63% 
N 5 F 50% 80% 50% 20% 86% 67% 14% 33% 75% 100% 25% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
O 5 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 64% 70% 45% 30% 75% 100% 25% 0% 50% 60% 50% 40% 
P 5 F 43% 60% 57% 40% 78% 56% 22% 44% 100% 100% 0% 0% 67% 75% 33% 25% 
Q 5 F 0% 0% 100% 100% 29% 67% 71% 33% 25% 67% 75% 33% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
R 5 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 75% 100% 25% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
S 5 M 43% 40% 57% 60% 86% 100% 14% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 25% 25% 75% 75% 
T 5 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 86% 67% 14% 33% 83% 100% 17% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
U 5 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 91% 100% 9% 0% 80% 100% 20% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
V 5 M 20% 25% 80% 75% 20% 20% 80% 80% 50% 17% 50% 83% 33% 33% 67% 67% 
W 5 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 83% 67% 17% 33% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
X 5 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 75% 67% 25% 33% 100% 86% 0% 14% 100% 100% 0% 0% 
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Appendix 3. The use of want statement of the participants 
 
Note. J—want_j (要), S—want_s (想), GO—request for good, IA—request for initiation of action, CA—request for cessation of action, 
JA—request for joint activity, DI—direct request strategy, , Ad—adult, Pe—peer 
Part
icip
ant 
Age Gender  
J_GO_
AD 
J_GO_
PE 
S_GO
_AD 
S_GO
_PE 
J_IA_A
D 
J_IA_P
E 
S_IA_
AD 
S_IA_
PE 
J_CA_
AD 
J_CA_
PE 
S_CA_
AD 
S_CA_
PE 
J_JA_
AD 
J_JA_
PE 
S_JA_
AD 
S_JA_
PE 
A 3 F 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 0% 33% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
B 3 F 75% 100% 25% 0% 29% 0% 71% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
C 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
D 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
E 3 F 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
F 3 F 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
G 3 M 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
H 3 M 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
I 3 M 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
J 3 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
K 3 M 75% 100% 25% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
L 3 M 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 100% 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
M 5 F 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
N 5 F 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 50% 0% 50% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
O 5 F 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
P 5 F 0% 33% 100% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Q 5 F 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
R 5 F 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 100% 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
S 5 M 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
T 5 M 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 0% 33% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
U 5 M 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 50% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
V 5 M 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
W 5 M 0% 50% 100% 50% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
X 5 M 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Appendix 4. Ways to elicit different requests from the participants 
 
G: goods, IA: initiation of action, CA: cessation of action, JA: joint activity/invitation  
Goal Example Addressee Response  Intonation? 
JA 你約小明參加生日
會 
Peer    
JA 你約王老師參加生
日會 
Adult    
JA 叫小明來玩飛行棋 Peer    
JA 叫王老師來玩飛行
棋 
Adult    
IA 叫小明選一隻棋 Peer    
IA 提小明擲骰 Peer    
CA 小明行多左一步，
叫佢停 
Peer   
IA 提王老師擲骰 Adult    
CA 玩玩下小明想收埋
D 棋但你唔想 
Peer   
CA 玩完飛行棋，王老
師話玩多一次，但
你唔想玩 
Adult    
IA 叫小明收埋 D 棋 Peer    
IA 好熱，叫王老師開
冷氣 
Adult    
IA 叫王老師放 VCD Adult    
CA 睇緊 VCD，小明遮
住電視，叫小明唔
好 
Peer    
CA 王老師想同你說
話，但你想繼續看
VCD 
Adult    
JA 開大食會，叫小明
來食野 
Peer    
JA 開大食會，叫王老
師來食野 
Adult    
G 叫王老師要汽水 Adult    
G 叫小明要薯條 Peer    
G 叫小明要碟 Peer    
G 叫王老師要意粉 Adult    
CA 王老師拿麵結你但
你唔想要 
Adult    
G 叫王老師要魚蛋 Adult   
G 叫小明要蝦條 Peer   
CA 小明拿走 PIZZA 但 Peer    
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你還想要 
CA 王老師拿飯給你但
你唔想要 
Adult    
JA 叫王老師一起唱生
日歌 
Adult   
JA 叫小明一起唱生日
歌 
Peer   
G 問王老師要有士多
啤梨的蛋糕 
Adult   
G 問小明要叉 Peer   
CA 王老師給你多一件
蛋糕，但你好飽 
Adult    
JA 叫王老師影相 Adult    
JA 叫小明影相 Peer   
IA 叫小明幫手收東西 Peer   
IA 叫王老師開門 Adult    
IA  玩捉迷藏，叫小明
數 20 下 
Peer   
IA 叫王老師隱藏 Adult    
CA 見到小明未數夠 20
下就找，要佢停 
Peer   
G 問王老師要一杯水 Adult    
G 問小明要糖 Peer   
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Appendix 5. Questionnaire for politeness ranking 
 
 
不同請求語禮貌程度研究 
 
姓名: ______________________    年齡/姓別: _______________ 
 
以下是幼稚園學生使用的不同請求語, 這些請求語有同的功能, 請由最不禮貌至最禮貌
排出, 把不同的請求語的號碼寫在表內, 如有些請求語覺得禮貌程度相同, 可有相同的
排名, 把這些號碼寫在同一格內. 
 
請求給予物件: 
 
1. 我要 XX(物件) 
2. 幫我 
3. XX(物件)俾我啦 
4. 我想玩呢個 
5. 我最鍾意食呢個, 呢個同呢個呀 
6. XX(人物)可唔可以俾我食意粉 
7. XX(人物)不如我地食呀 
 
最不禮貎                                                             最有禮貌 
       
 
 
 
 
請求別人做事: 
 
1. XX(人物)幫手收 
2. 你要呢個呀 
3. 不如玩第二 D 遊戲 
4. XX(人物)開門 
5. 我想玩第二 D 遊戲 
6. 唔該收好玩具再玩另外一樣玩具 
7. 而家我地玩玩具呀, 好唔好呀 
 
最不禮貎                                                             最有禮貌 
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請求別人停止做事: 
 
1. 我唔想玩呀 
2. 你唔好俾我啦 
3. 唔要呀 
4. 佢唔可以收嘢架 
5. XX(人物)我唔鍾意食呀(停止別人給食物) 
6. XX(人物)不如你都過嚟睇電呀 
 
最不禮貎                                                             最有禮貌 
      
 
 
 
 
請求別人一同參與活動: 
 
1. XX(人物)過嚟影相呀 
2. XX(人物), 你同我捉棋呀 
3. XX(人物)你去唔去媽咪度呀 
4. 不如你嚟我 0 既生日會呀 
 
最不禮貎                                                             最有禮貌 
    
 
謝謝! 
 
 
